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Happy New Year
Winger Officers and family!!!
An exciting year is ahead of us and I
can’t wait to get going! Some of you are just becoming
Officers and your year feels a bit rocky right now but
remember there is loads of help out there all you have
to do is ask. For those returning Officers, as well as the
new, please remember that it is your responsibility to
guide your Chapter/District/Region for the year 2017.
Your vision, objective or goals must come through with
passion and conviction but also must be steeped in wisdom.
GWRRA is a fantastic organization with so much to offer it Members. Our Members are each so different
and have different wants, needs, desires and we need to
offer a variety of activities, rides and adventures to
speak to each in some way. One of the best ways is to
solicit help! This is not a solo job and you need your
advisors. Look around, they are your Team, they are
past Officers and they are enthusiastic Members. If
someone suggests and idea, and it doesn’t matter what
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you might think but what do the Members think, have them lead a task force
to explore the possibilities. Then bring the findings back to you and your
Team and discuss its merits. Then, if possible, give it a try. We need to engage
our flexibility and a bit of a thick skin to weather some of what leadership has
to offer and at other time we bask in the fun! Have a fun year and we’ll talk
more about new ideas next writing.

40th Anniversary Disco Ball,
Throw Back to the Desert Disco Ball
Wing Ding 39
I invite each and every one of our Officers and Members to
join in the celebration at Wing Ding 39 in Grapevine, TX for
the last planned GWRRA Anniversary get together in 2017.
Don’t miss out, we are planning a very special evening on
Thursday that will include, to attendees of the dinner only, a
special commemorative 40th Anniversary gift! Come and
make memories with all of us and say thanks to Paul and
Shirley for their dream, vision and great organization! I
know they’ll appreciate hearing from you!

Anita & JR
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A NEW APPROACH TO AN OLD ISSUE

“The Chapter Director has completed their tenure. No one wants to
step up to be the CD. The Chapter might close if no one is willing to
help out.” Have we ever heard these words from a Chapter?
That is exactly what was said in Chapter T a few years ago. Not only
was the CD ready to step down but the Assistant Chapter Director
position was also vacant.
In the fall of that year, a staff meeting was held to discuss this serious
situation. “Joey”, a staff member suggested the following: “What if our CD would stay in
position “on paper”, and the staff would help “share the lead” for the next year? The support from the staff was unanimous.

And so it began: Each month a different staff member took charge of the Gathering. They
came equipped with a detailed Agenda which was also emailed to the Members as a
“Gathering Reminder”. Joey and Glen did a great job of preparing these Agendas.

The response was great and attendance started to increase at the gatherings and other
Chapter events. The Members became more engaged, the morale went up and the Gatherings turned out to be more interesting and FUN. Soon, even non-staff Chapter Members
were asking for a turn “at the helm” for their monthly Gatherings. When you only have the
responsibility once a year and not once every month it’s really not work, just Fun! The ideas, planning, preparation and production of the Gathering all improved immediately.
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There were instant rewards for both that month’s leader and the Chapter as well.
Even after the Chapter found a new CD and Assistant CD, they continued to utilize
their “share the load” ideas. Everyone has truly enjoyed their opportunity to serve
and attendance at the Gatherings has increased as much as 30-50%.

Having a rotating Chapter Gathering Leader was just the beginning of the changes
that helped turn this Chapter around. The Chapter likes to ride; so “Glen” steps up as
Ride Coordinator and plans out a Ride Calendar for the entire year. Chapter Member
input is utilized to appeal to as many Members as possible. Ride Reminders are sent
out with an opportunity for a participant to be a Lead or Tail for that ride.
Next they added other events and again used the same plan with Event Reminders and
had similar successes. What effect has all of this had on their Chapter in the last few
years? Let’s start with Joey Goff who became Newsletter Editor and Event Coordinator. Then her husband, Glen was appointed Assistant
Chapter Director in and is now the new Chapter Director.
Together they were the Chapter Couple of the Year and
now the District Couple of the Year. This Chapter also had
the awesome opportunity of hosting the District Rally in
their area this year. They were very instrumental in making
the Rally a great success.
So we now see a very strong Chapter in GWRRA that is
helping to provide our Members with a rich, rewarding and
FUN experience for all. Please join Sandi and me as we salute and congratulate Chapter T in Nampa, Idaho and their 2017 Chapter Directors, Glen and Joey Goff for deciding to “think outside of the box”
If you think that this kind of approach might help a Chapter in GWRRA, please let us
know. Remember “Ray’s Rule”: If you live more than 5 miles away from this Chapter
you can steal this or any other good idea. In fact, Chapter T will help you by forwarding
copies of their “Monthly Gathering Agendas” for your information and use.
If you have a great idea in your Chapter that you would like to share with the rest of
your “extended family” in GWRRA, please let me know and we will help your Chapter, and help other Chapters, by publishing your “Out of the Box Thinking!”
Thank you, now let’s go for a ride, weather permitting!

Ray and Sandi Garris
Directors of GWRRA
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A Big "Thank You"
As we close out the year 2016, and begin our journey through 2017, Nan
and I would like to recognize the Volunteer Leaders and Staff workers who
strive to make GWRRA so successful.

The principle building block of the Gold Wing Road Riders Association
is in the Chapter. It's the component where many of
our members participate and where they come in
contact with the first tier of Volunteer Leaders and
their Staffs. I'm referring to the Chapter Directors,
their Assistants (ACD), the Ride Educators, Membership Enhancement Coordinators, the Ride Coordinators, Newsletter Editors, Treasurers, Couples of the Year, and any other
positions that may exist in a Chapter staff to help facilitate its success.
The Gold Wing Road Riders Association is able to attract members by
providing a FUN, Safe and Educational place to ride (your Gold Wing or any
other type of motorcycle) and socialize with like-minded people. What enables
that to happen is a social structure (the Chapters) where
the FUN and socialization primarily occurs. Your area
Chapter is the place to go to get the most out of your membership in the Association. There are all kinds of activities,
and LOTS OF RIDING events, which is why you purchased your Wing (or other bike) in the first place. Nan
and I have been members of our Home Chapter (FL1-A in
Tampa, FL) for some 22 years and have had more fun and
enjoyment than I could begin to document here.
Our Chapter (and others like it) is a big success due in no small part to its Officers and Staff who plan and create the activities and settings where all these
FUN events and rides happen. Someone has to organize these activities and
the Officers and Staffs fulfill that indispensable function. The Chapter Director is the leader of the Chapter and is responsible for its overall health. It's a
unique position that requires a fairly high energy level, a sense of commitment and a strong desire to create the FUN, EXCITEMENT and LOYALTY among
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the members that goes with successful Chapter operation. While it may at
first sound like a lot of "work", it's FUN and rewarding when approached
with a positive attitude and a desire to make things work for the members. All
those happy folks make for a genuine sense of accomplishment.
Many of these same Volunteer Leader positions
also exist at the District and Region levels and perform the same functions, only on a larger scale. They
work to assist and facilitate the operation of the Chapters and to
act as a resource to the Chapter Directors when needed. They
are the next two levels up in the chain of organization of GWRRA, and we'd like to especially thank our two able and dedicated Region Directors, Jim and Sue Jackson in Region A and Glenda and Alan Keough at Region N. These folks work very hard (together with their excellent staffs) to
make their respective Regions successful and productive. These two Region
Directors each have five able and dedicated District Directors administering
the five different states in each Region. They are; Frank and Linda Teasley
(AL), Bill and Gina Berry (FL), Larry and Pam Clemmer (GA), Harry and
Diane Schafer (MS), Buddy and Kim Summer (SC), Jack Dozier (KY), Roy
and Cindy Bryant (NC), Gary and Patti Hamilton (TN), John and Kathy Skinner (VA) and Bill and Beth Ann McCormick (WV).
With all that said, Nan (a Chapter Director herself) and I would
like to profoundly THANK each and every Volunteer Leader (Officer) at the
Chapter, District and Region level along with their support staffs (Assistants,
Educators, Trainers, Coordinators, Treasurers, Editors, etc, all of whom are
indispensable) who make the Gold Wing Road Riders function and succeed.
Without you and your tireless efforts and dedication, GWRRA wouldn't be the
great organization that it is. Thanks for all you did in 2016 and we hope you'll
stay with us going forward to make 2017 a success as well!

Bob & Nan
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Is It Worth It?
That is, is your GWRRA Membership worth it? There are times we wonder if
there really is a value in the investment? There are many ways to track the value
of something by how many uses you get out of it. We have appraisers who tell us
the value of everything from jewelry to motorcycles. Sometimes we even see people selling things and they assign a value to their items. But really, what is it
worth? Like my wife would say, “Only what someone is willing to pay for it.”
People ask about the cost of a GWRRA Membership when they come to visit an
event, whether it’s a Chapter Gathering, a District or Region Rally, or at Wing
Ding. But, do they really know what the real worth of that Membership is?
Take a bar of iron that is 1” x 2” x 12”. The value of that bar is
an estimated $10.00. That same bar of iron could be turned into
a horseshoe and now the value has gone up to an estimated
$20.00. You’ve doubled your money. The bar of iron could also
be turned into screwdrivers and the value goes
up to an estimated $40.00 for the set. It’s the
same bar of iron used differently, and the value
changes depending on how it was used.
Our Membership is like that bar of iron. We all pay the same
amount to be a Member. However what we do with it is up to
each of us. The value is also up to us.
So how can you add value to your Membership? Here are a few things you can do
to add value:











Attend Monthly Chapter Gatherings - get involved.
Attend seminars - what a great way to learn about GWRRA.
Get involved in the Rider Education Levels Program - just might save
your life.
Visit other Chapters in your area - there are amazing Wingers to meet.
Attend your District, Region, and Wing Ding Rallies - you will have an
awesome experience and again, the people you will meet are amazing.
Take on a position - you’ll always get more out of your Chapter, District,
or Region by giving back.
Your monthly copy of W ing World.
The Gold Book.
Rescue Plus.
And last, Participate, Participate, and Participate!
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These are just a few ways you could add value to your Membership. In fact, you
may have some ideas of your own that were not listed. The point is we want you
to see the real worth of your Membership and that the more YOU get involved, the more your Membership has real value and worth. In my opinion,
my Membership is priceless, but it’s what you make of it that is important. Is
Membership in GWRRA worth the investment for me? Oh heck yes, and I
hope you also see the real worth of your Membership.

Remember, it’s all the same Membership. It’s what we do with it that determines the value. The choice is yours.

Bruce & Barb
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By the Book
By: Jack Wagner
Deputy Director
Region H Trainer

“By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer
Leaders and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained
in the GWRRA Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook
can be found at the following Internet website
: www.gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.
—————————————————————————————————
I Like Being Different
Those who know me will certainly agree with this month's article title as I do
like being different – from my bike to my other vehicles or some of the things
I enjoy doing. But that's not what this month's article is about. Its about
GWRRA being different from other motorcycle organizations, or clubs. One
of my pet peeves is when people refer to their GWRRA Chapter as 'our club'.
I know they do it out of affection and belonging, not understanding the organizational meaning of the term 'club. But GWRRA is not a club. The term
'club' refers to an organizational structure - one where officers are elected by
popular vote; one where motions are made, debated and voted on; where the
majority rules; where as many as 49% of club members are unhappy 100% of
the time.
That is not the GWRRA way. Our officers are volunteers who are 'selected'
based on qualifications and desire, not 'elected' by popular vote or campaigning for office. Decisions are made based on the desires of the Members with
input from everyone. We don't have 'power struggles' or 'empire building',
rather we base what we do on the wants and needs of all of the Members. The
GWRRA chapter format is more flexible and less formal than a club format.
It is part of something bigger, international in scope, with common purposes
throughout, whereas clubs are more local and their purpose or vision 'blurry' at
best. In GWRRA Members are free to participate where, and as much, as they
like. Club members on the other hand are often told where they can belong and
frequently told they have to participate in 'x' number of events to remain as
members.
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Sometimes, less-informed chapter participants will try to lead the chapter into
the 'club' format of operation. It’s the responsibility of GWRRA Officers to
work together and retain the non-political, non-club environment in the chapter.
If this becomes a problem in your Chapter, there are other members of the Operations Team who will be able to assist you. For more information on the differences between a 'club' and GWRRA, check out page B-3 of the Officer Handbook at http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html
Yes, GWRRA is different – and I like it!
The more you know, the better it gets!

I hope everyone had a wonderful Holiday season enjoying time with family.
We're entering a period where the weather may not be conducive to riding (or
even getting out of the house in some areas), so Chapters tend to become a bit
'sluggish'. There are tons of other things to do during this time of year to get everyone together. How about using the 'off season' to refresh your First Aid / CPR
skills? Or take some other training in the quest to achieve Chapter of the Year
recognition? Training sound boring? It doesn't have to be! Want
some other ideas for getting together when the weather prevents
riding? Nothing better than a good cup of coffee or hot chocolate
and a donut when its too cold for ice cream (is it really ever that
cold?) – how about getting together at Tim Horton's, Dunkin Donuts or a local coffee/pastry shop to begin planning those upcoming rides? Hankerin' for some real fun? How about a game day to
play board, dice, or card games. Bowling anyone? Maybe even a tournament so
some leave with bragging rights. Of course a pot luck dinner or some snacks can
really add to the enjoyment in true GWRRA fashion. Your imagination is the
only limit to what can be done to get everyone together during these winter
months. We always say the motorcycles brought us together; the people keep us
together. Don't let the winter weather become an excuse to keep us good people
apart.

Jack Wagner
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Get Me Outta Here!
When I was 3 years old, “Get me outta here,” could have been a reference
to the bathtub. In Junior High, I’m sure it was Latin class. Later in life it
became more prosaic when describing an evening with an ex-mother-inlaw. But, today the rock band Third Eye Blind has given me a tool to apply
to motorcycling. It’s their hit single “Get Me Outta Here” which sold more
than 6 million copies. Do I like the song? OMG NO! I don’t even understand it. But it created a trigger for me that serves me well when:
I’m on my Wing on an interstate highway cruising at 70 when a deer
jumps the fence and heads for the road. Cars begin to brake and
swerve (as does the deer), tires screech, a tractor trailer jackknifes
across my lane in front of me…”Get Me Outta Here!”
I’m stopped at a red light on a two-lane road. Two cars
behind me are also stopped at respectable distance.
But the approaching car behind that one is coming
fast, not slowing. I’m in first gear and watching the
developing carnage behind me as the last car in line is
hit hard, driving it into the one behind me…”Get Me Outta Here!”
Triggers are usually subconscious so you must consciously link them to an
action if they are to be effective. You're surrounded by all types of triggers.
Television ads are notorious for linking visual triggers to get you to buy, eat,
or have whiter teeth. A trigger is a cue that reminds your subconscious
brain it’s time to do something and we all have cues throughout the day
that tell our brains, “It’s now time to do something.” So, when it comes to
habit formation, setting up a trigger that links our current routine to our
new habit can help remind us to take action.
Remembering the driving rhythm of Third Eye Blind drummer Brad Hargreaves in my mind is a tool to remind me that at any instant I may need to
do something dramatic on my Wing to keep the Shiny Side Up. Call it a
space cushion, a dodge area, an escape route, whatever works for you. But
it is an essential component of riding a motorcycle safely. Sometimes, when
I catch myself drifting, I play John Philip Sousa marches in the headset to
awaken the “Get Me Outta Here” senses.
Our ARC Instructors encourage playing “what if” to anticipate the wide
range of potential consequences in every mile. Constantly considering the
best action to take for the variety of possibilities to be encountered in the
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next 12 seconds on the road can be the difference between paying your insurance deductible or an enjoyable, event free ride. And, when it eventually
becomes a regular riding habit, “getting out of here” will be a small event
instead of a crisis.

You will figure out your own triggers that “keep your
head on the road.” Sometimes my most effective ones
come from the back seat with a helmet slap. And for
that I am eternally grateful. So, with all due respect to
Third Eye Blind, I am going to go listen to Frank Sinatra for a while and see if “Doing it My Way” might be
an effective trigger to do something.

Bob & Althea
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On behalf of myself and the GWRRA University Team,
THANK YOU to Dottie Bahenburg for the many hours
and years she dedicated to GWRRA. Dottie was the Director of Programs and has spent many hours with the
development of the new modules all of you will see being instructed by the University Instructors. Dottie has
decided, due to health issues, to step away from her Director of Programs responsibilities effective January 1,
2017. Our thoughts and prayers go out to Dottie and
her husband Ed to give them strength and good health.

Lorrie Thomas, who has been Dottie’s assistant for the past several months will be the new Director of Programs on January 1,
2017. Help me welcome her to her new position and duties.

GOOD NEWS ~ GOOD NEWS
Most, if not all of you have heard the news … the GWRRA University has released 30 modules to the Certified Instructors and Instructor Trainers. How exciting is this? For me and my Team, VERY, VERY exciting!!! For the Members
of GWRRA just as exciting, the new modules are all about “FRIENDS, FUN,
SAFETY and KNOWLEDGE”; it doesn’t get any better than that!
The work on the modules did not stop on January 1 when they were released.
The Team continues to gather new ideas for modules and the Program Team
lead by Lorrie Thomas, the Director of Programs develops the ideas. Lorrie is
looking for a “few good men (and women)” who like to write and develop programs to join her team. If you have a background in writing and developing programs, please contact me with your contact information and I will forward it on
to Lorrie.
Have you and your Team scheduled any of the new modules? Check out the description of the modules on the GWRRA University website: gwrratraining.com.
Then give your District Trainer a call or email and request a Certified Instructor
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to attend an event and instruct one or two or more of the new modules. Please
keep in mind that the new modules take more time for the Instructor to prepare.
Our Instructors commit to presenting the best modules possible so the prep time
is more intensive. No longer can we just grab a flash drive, a computer and projector and run out the door to an event. So with that in mind give the Instructor
at least two weeks to prepare for your event, you and your Members will be happy that you did.
All of the current seminars will be available to the current presenters (those who
are not ITCP certified Instructors) until April 1, 2017. On April 1st several of the
current seminars will be removed from the training matrix as they will have either been updated to the new format or will have been deemed obsolete. Now,
keep in mind NOT all of the current seminars will be going away or updated.

Happy New Year from both of us!!
Clara & Fred
Director Training
319-240-4269
Toledotriker@gmail.com

Clara & Fred
From all of us to you Clara and Fred, Happy Anniversary!
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What makes a GWRRA Rider and Co-Rider? Is there something “special”
about our Association that bestows its members with superhuman abilities?
As Bing Crosby once sang:
“You've got to accentuate the positive
Eliminate the negative
Latch on to the affirmative
Don't mess with Mister In-Between...”
GWRRA is a POSITIVE organization! We focus on what is FUN, what makes
us LAUGH, what makes us HAPPY, and what keeps us SAFE! Other organizations are welcome to the “cafe racer” lifestyle, racing from bar to bar (and in
the process alienating John Q. Public and confirming prejudices about “outlaw
bikers”).
We don’t do that.

We are an Association that embraces couples, singles and families who wish to
have FUN in a wholesome, safe environment emphasizing camaraderie, social
get-togethers and safe, competent bike riding.
I don’t have a “passenger”. I have a trained Co-Rider. When my wife Penny
and I are on a ride, she is indispensable. She is the second set of eyes watching
for hazards and the navigator calling out directions and turns, and gives me the
freedom to concentrate on driving the bike. She has taken GWRRA training
courses that give her the insight to understand why the rider (me) does what he
does, and how she can help.
We Riders take a number of courses (classroom and on-bike) which help us to
understand how our bikes operate, how to ride safely, and how to ride well in a
group (among many other things). Training is a very high priority in GWRRA, as evidenced by our Levels Program, which emphasizes progressive training. The classes are FUN activities, aimed at improving member’s skills in a
positive, non-judgmental manner.
A GWRRA Chapter on a group ride is a very special thing to watch.
“Marching” in the military has been defined as a means of efficiently moving
large numbers of soldiers in an orderly fashion. The same could be said of a
Chapter ride; every rider understands their place in the “formation”. The
Road Captain leads the ride, in close coordination with the drag rider, or
“Tailgunner”. Everyone gets to the destination with a minimum of stress and
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fuss, and they’re free to enjoy the scenery and their bikes. There is a large
amount of comfort in knowing that your fellow riders are trained and competent, and a lot of pleasure in watching the bikes weave down the road in synchrony.

If you want to ride with the peace of mind of knowing that you’re among the
some of the best-trained, friendliest, fun-loving people in the biking world, then
you’re in the right place!

Larry & Penny

